
NEUTR INO F L I G H T  M A N U A L

Get ready for the smallest, speediest little sport kite on this side of the galaxy! The Neutrino is super 
quick and super responsive - even experienced pilots will take time to get used to controlling this 
speed demon with just the twitch of a �ngertip.

Snap on the 40-foot streamer tail to trace your acrobatics in the sky. Try �ying single-handed with the 
dual-purpose winder that doubles as a control handle. Can you �y one in each hand?

When you really want to impress a crowd, clip two, three or more Neutrinos together in a synchronized 
stack. Individual stacker kites are available ready to go with no stack lines to tie, and there’s even a 
custom bag available to store your stack fully assembled and ready for quick deployment.  
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Unroll your kite and lay it out �at as shown. Package 
should include kite, upper and lower spreader rods, 
�ying lines, winder, tail, velcro kite wrap and bag. 

Insert upper and lower spreader ends all the way 
into the leading edge �ttings. Be sure bridle 
isn’t tangled around spreaders.

Insert standoff rods into �ttings on lower spreader, 
again making sure to keep bridle clear.

Clip the lower spreader into the center fitting 
and visually check that it’s centered. 

Hold assembled kite from the red and blue line 
attachment pigtails to be sure bridle isn’t 
tangled and everything looks symmetrical. 

If �ying with the tail (optional), snap tail to the 
reinforcement at spine end.

B I G  F U N  I N  A  T I N Y  P A C K A G E !

S T A C K I N G  M U L T I P L E  K I T E S
For a spectacular show that’ll really impress a crowd, 
try stacking two, three or more kites to �y 
synchronized on one set of lines. The Neutrino is 
speci�cally designed to perform in a stack- how many 
can you �y at once?  

We o�er add-on stacker kites ready to clip on with 
pre-made stack lines, or just add stack lines between 
standard kites and tear up the sky.

Stacking is easy: Just clip the four stack lines to the 
leading edges between each kite, making sure all lines 
run clear and untangled. Clips can go above or below 
the �ttings, but be consistent from side to side.

Check that no stack lines are tangled around wingtips, 
then launch and fly the same way you’d fly a single. No 
special bridle adjustments are required.

Stacked kites pull harder when the wind comes up. 
Depending on the wind and size of your stack you may 
want longer, stronger �ying lines to handle the pull 
without breaking. For a stack of three we recommend 
90# x 85’ Dyneema lines, or 150# x 85’ for �ve or more.  

Available from www.prismkites.com or your retailer:

  Add-on stacker kites with pre-installed stack lines
  Stack line kits ( sets of 4)
  Zippered stack bags to hold your assembled stack
  Dyneema linesets for stronger winds and large stacks

 

 

CAUTION! Your Neutrino can �y fast and 
unpredictably. The kite and lines could 
seriously injure anyone in their path. Be 
absolutely sure your �ying area is clear 
before launching and NEVER FLY NEAR:



O N E - H A N D E D  C O N T R O L  O P T I O N

B R I D L E  T U N I N GF L Y I N G  L I N E S

T R O U B L E S H O O T I N G

C A R E  A N D  R E P A I R

H A N D Y  D E T A I L S

O U R  W O R D

Your Neutrino comes with a set of 50# x 75’ low-
stretch Dyneema �ying lines. They‘re a great 
all-around length and strength for �ying a single 
kite in normal winds. They’ll also work �ne for 
two or three stacked kites in lighter winds (less 
than 10mph). 

For very strong winds and larger stacks of more 
than two kites you’ll want longer and stronger 
lines. We recommend 90# x 85’ of Dyneema for 
3-4 kites or 150# x 85’ for 5+ kites since larger 
stacks can pull surprisingly hard. 

Use only Dyneema lines for the Neutrino. 
Polyester lines cost less but they’re too heavy 
and stretchy for good performance.

Lines can stretch unevenly over time. Our Equalizer 
�nger strap design makes them easy to adjust. 
Just slide the �nger strap pigtail out from the 
webbing on the side that’s too long. Tie a knot to 
shorten and slide it back into the webbing loop.

The Neutrino comes with the bridle set to 
perform at its best in moderate 10-12 mph 
winds. It can be �ne-tuned for optimal lift in 
di�erent winds by sliding the red and blue line 
attachment pigtails up or down along the 
outer bridle legs. 

Two knots about 1-1/2” apart mark the limits of 
the adjustment range on each side. In light 
winds, loosen the prussik knot and slide each 
pigtail towards the nose. In stronger winds, 
prevent shuddering and make quicker turns by 
sliding the pigtails down, away from the nose.  

Ready for a challenge? Once you’ve got the hang 
of �ying with your �nger straps, try controlling 
the kite with just one hand by hooking the straps 
into the dual-purpose winder and cocking your 
wrist from side to side to steer. And if you really 
want to show o�, can you �y two kites at the 
same time, one in each hand? It takes skill and 
quick re�exes but you’ll de�nitely attract a crowd!

The materials in your Neutrino are durable and 
designed for a long life with minimal maintenance. 
Here are few tips to keep it healthy: 

Give your kite a pre-�ight inspection before you 
launch to be sure everything is properly 
assembled, the frame is intact, and the bridle 
and lines aren’t worn. Beach sand is abrasive 
and will wear on bridles and �ttings, so do what 
you can to dust o� the sand after a session at 
the beach. Compressed air works great if it’s 
available, and a freshwater rinse is a good idea 
if your kite has been swimming in salt water.

Keep your kite out of hot car trunks and avoid 
using solvents to clean the sail as they can 
dissolve the adhesives in the seams.

To fold up your kite, remove the spreaders and 
fold the leading edges against the spine so all 
the spars are next to each other. Tuck the stando�s 
into the sail and roll the sail neatly up to (but not 
around) the bundle of leading edges and spine. 

Use only Prism replacement parts in your Prism 
kite. Replacements for all parts are available 
online at www.prismkites.com

At Prism, we’re con�dent you’re going to have a 
great time with every product we make. But  if for 
any reason you’re not happy and your retailer is 
unable to help, let us know and we’ll do what it 
takes to make things right. Damage due to normal 
wear and tear can almost always  be repaired at a 
reasonable charge. Spare parts for Prism kites can 
be ordered direct from our web store at 
www.prismkites.com. 

Snap the �ap around the bag so you can clip it to your 
belt loop while you �y.

Snap the tail onto the dual-purpose winder and 
wind it up for storage.

Move the tow points UP for light 
winds, wider turns and lighter pull. 

Move the tow points DOWN for stronger 
winds, faster turns and to prevent shuddering.

Lightest
Winds Prussik knot

Strongest 
Winds  
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One line too long?
Tie extra knot here to shorten

Kite seems uncontrollable or
keeps crashing

Control movements are too big The Neutrino takes just tiny movements to steer 
compared to a full-sized kite. Try locking your wrists 
together and steering with just your �ngertips.

Trees, buildings or hills in the area create turbulence, 
making the wind gusty and inconsistent. Choose a 
di�erent location or wait for a di�erent wind direction 
that is less obstructed.

Obstacles disturbing the wind

Trees, buildings or hills in the area create turbulence, 
making the wind gusty and inconsistent. Choose a 
di�erent location or wait for a di�erent wind direction 
that is less obstructed.

Obstacles disturbing the wind

Check before each launch to be sure all stacking lines run 
clear and aren’t hooked behind a wingtip.

Tangled stacking lines

Stacked kites don’t �y 
synchronized

Stacks require smoother control motions to stay 
synchronized, especially with three or more kites. Try 
making gentler turns with slower control motions.

Turning too fast

Check to be sure bridle lines aren’t snagged around 
spreaders, stando�s or wingtips before each launch.

Tangled bridles

Kite turns to one side Flying lines can stretch unevenly. Check that they’re 
equal within an inch, and if necessary shorten the long 
one slightly by shortening the �nger strap pigtail as 
shown in FLYING LINES.

Uneven �ying lines

Check to be sure bridle lines aren’t snagged around 
spreaders, stando�s or wingtips before each launch.

Tangled bridles

Kite is reluctant to �y upward Not enough wind Flying in light winds takes extra skill, especially with a 
small and responsive kite. Wait for a windier day or try
adjusting bridles as shown in BRIDLE TUNING. 

Kite shudders in higher winds
or doesn’t �y smoothly

Frame is overpowered by strong winds Adjust bridles for strong winds as shown in BRIDLE TUNING 
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